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For over two hundred years, the elephant as
we know it today has been crossing this
great land called America. The lumbering
giant of all the jungles walks as gentle as a
kitten, is as powerful as any bulldozer, is
heavier that most motorized vehicles,
drinks upwards of fifty gallons of water a
day and eats over two hundred pounds of
food a day. When the first elephant arrived
in this country after crossing the Atlantic
Ocean in an old Steam powered freighter,
she was an incredible sight to see. Nothing
compared to this enormous mammal. No
one had seen an animal with what was
called two tails before. The elephants trunk
was a working piece of machinery all by
itself. The elephant could feed itself with
their trunk. This amazing animal could
push anything with its trunk and then pick
up the heaviest logs that man could not
move. Yes, the elephant was a wonderous
sight to see. The Circus was a great
institution of family fun, thrills, spills and
chills. In addition to the great performances
by limber acrobats and the dazzling
horsemanship displays, the circus also
brought a modern marvel to each and every
town they played at in the form of a
traveling zoo or menagerie. Here people
could see the animals from around the
world that they may not even heard of
before. People gawked with their mouths
wide open at seeing a hippopotamus or
rhinocerous from the African continent.
Giraffes stood as tall as a tree while lions
and tigers were on display just a few steps
away. Birds of a multitude of colors were
yaking and squawking while the slithering,
slinking snakes had their own den with
glass windows seperating us from them.
Camels and Dromedaries, Zebras, Llamas,
and other lead stock were all bedded down
to see. There was one animal that captured
everyones imagination the most though.
The Elephant. Sometimes there was only
one elephant and on the Ringling Bros. and
Barnum & Bailey Circus there were as
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many as fifty elephants at one time. At the
turn of the 20th century, there were more
elephants in the circuses than all of
American Zoos put together. Many times,
the circus and zoos would buy, sell and
trade with each other to get a better display
or species than what they already had. In
due time, circuses employed the most
knowledgable elephant people in the world.
These people learned that even the
reproduction of these magnificient animals
was possible in America. Americas
Elephants is a new ebook by Circus
Historian Bob Cline. The entrance to
America of the first couple elephants to the
growth of elephant groups begins this
fabulous journey into the elephants and the
people that took care of them every day.
Youll read about the scientific explanations
as well as the descriptions of the elephants
anatamy and its uses. Since the circuses
became the largest owners of elephants in
America for more than 100 years, the
circus is given generous portions of the
book concerning the elephant trainers that
dedicated their lives, the elephants diet and
the first live births of elephants in this
country 120 years ago, the elephants that
were namesakes during their days, a
complete chapter about the legendary
elephant, Jumbo, the mystical White
elephants of the Far East, Zoos and their
developments, the disasters that struck
elephant groups over the years, and the
Breeding and Conservation that is
happening today to preserve this mighty
and all magical species. The ebook is 133
pages long filled with some of the most
exquisite full color circus posters from
days gone by, Black and White and full
color photos as well as some of the
newspaper ads from 100 years ago. You
can enjoy this sensational new book today.
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: Americas Elephants eBook: Bob Cline: Kindle Store Animal Agency and the Business of the American Circus
Susan Nance. 8. 1 (1957): 2-3 Bob Cline, Americas Elephants (n.p.: TBelle LLC Productions, 2009) The Book of
Mormon Claims Elephants in Ancient America? Mar 20, 2011 Now, discoveries in the Americas are forcing some
scientists to reevaluate the extinction date of the elephant (or an elephantine animal) in Why Elephants in American
Zoos May Be the New Orcas in Blackfish Much cited by never reprinted, paleontologist William Berryman Scotts
(1858-1947) American Elephant Myths from Scribners magazine (April 1887) is one of Entertaining Elephants:
Animal Agency and the Business of the - Google Books Result Mammoths could have easily been present in North
America at the time of the Jaredites (the only time that elephants are mentioned in the Book of Mormon). Brazil opens
Latin Americas 1st elephant sanctuary - Oct 23, 2016 Over 50 rescued circus elephants will be relocated to a
beautiful plot of land for a happy, healthy, and relaxing retirement. Take Action to Help Americas Loneliest
Elephants - PETA Headlines Oct 15, 2016 Brazil opens the first sanctuary in Latin America for elephants previously
in captivity, with two former circus elephants becoming the first Ancient Native Americans Ate Pachyderms Site
Challenges Theory Jan 25, 2016 In the summer of 2005, a female Asian elephant named Happy, 34-years-old at the
time, had a brief brush with scientific notoriety. Happy and Brazil Opens Latin Americas First Sanctuary for Abused
Circus Jul 16, 2014 Whats for supper? In ancient Mexico, early Native Americans dined on elephant-like
gomphotheres, archaeologists report. Mastodon - Wikipedia Jul 16, 2014 It looks like we can add the gomphothere, an
ancestor to the elephant, to the list of animals humans have driven extinct. It was once thought that Images for
Americas Elephants Dec 1, 2012 Elephants are dying out in Americas zoos. Zoos efforts to preserve and propagate
elephants have largely failed, both in Seattle and nationally. Elephants in Ancient America, page 1 - Above Top
Secret Elephants were supposed to have disappeared from the America about 10,000 years ago as the Ice Ages waned.
This date is another of those consensus Book of Mormon/Anachronisms/Animals/Elephants - FairMormon The
Elephant Sanctuary in Tennessee provides captive elephants companionship, individualized care, the a safe haven
dedicated to their wellbeing. Learn Philosophies of Men Mingled With Scripture: Elephants in America Nov 17,
2013 Delia Akeley is probably best remembered as a wife-of, having spent two decades married to famed taxidermist
and conservationist Carl Swaziland to relocate 18 elephants to American zoos - Jul 14, 2014 A recent archeological
dig in Mexico shows that gomphotheres an extinct elephant-like animal believed to have disappeared from North
America long before humans got there actually roamed the continent longer than previously thought. Incredibly, the
new evidence suggests North Americas First Foragers Hunted These Elephant-like Creatures Jul 14, 2014 An
animal once believed to have disappeared from North America UA archaeologist involved in discovery of bones of
elephant ancestor. Behemoth: The History of the Elephant in America: Ronald B. Tobias A team of biologists
proposes introducing lions, elephants, and other wild animals to Horses and camels originated in North America, and
there were multiple Why arent there any native elephants in South America? - Quora Feb 7, 2016 Swazilands plan
to relocate 18 elephants to three American zoos is sparking condemnation from some conservationists. The Woman
Who Shot Elephants for Americas Natural History Oct 13, 2016 Instead, the first elephant sanctuary in Latin
America, on about 2,800 acres in the western Brazilian state of Mato Grosso, will allow Maia and Ancient Americans
Hunted Bizarre Elephant Relative IFLScience Mastodons are any species of extinct mammutid proboscideans in the
genus Mammut, distantly related to elephants, that inhabited North and Central America American Elephant Myths Jason Colavito American circus will end elephant acts in response to public criticism Denied everything that is
natural and important to them, these nine elephants have been kept isolated from other elephants for years. You can help
them. Feb 11, 2016 Elephants are in origin an African group and for much of their history (until about 4 million years
ago), South America was an island continent, First Latin American elephant refuge opens in Brazil - CBS News In
the two hundred years since their arrival in America, elephants have worked on farms, mills, mines, and railroads, in
Hollywood, and in professional baseball. Gone But Not Forgotten: Bring Back North American Elephants Buy
Americas Elephants: Read Books Reviews - . Recent Survival Of The Elephant In The Americas - Science Frontiers
Mar 5, 2015 Americas best-known circus company is to drop its most famous act the performing elephants from its
repertoire in response to public Lions, Elephants to Roam the U.S. Plains? Jun 7, 1999 North America once was a
land where not only buffalo roamed -- but elephants played. University of Arizona geoscientist Paul S. Martin Meet the
gomphothere: Archaeologists discover bones of elephant Defending Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness. Why
are there no elephants in North America? - Quora i was looking through some old mayan and olmec pics and i found
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this and i dont know what to say, this is amazing if real. thought the south Elephants are dying out in Americas zoos
Nation & World The American Elephants Defending Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Feb 28, 2016 There are
no elephants in North America now. However, five species of Proboscidea- the order to which elephants belong, roamed
the lands of
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